Darkwolf Rising: Book I of The Darkwolf Saga

Given what amounts to a chance to live
inside a swords and sorcery role playing
game, only with real people, monsters and
consequences, Brian makes the most of it
when he awakens on the magical world of
Yooba. Able to cast spells, hes also
provided with an enchanted cloak and
dagger by Ys the Huntress, a cunning mist
panther goddess who pretends that he is her
son for her own mysterious ends. And so
begins Darkwolf Rising. Yet hes hardly
safe in the lovely, but deadly Mystical
Isles. Chaotic and unpredictable, with
whirlpools, waterspouts and tempests
erupting without warning, there are
haunted ruins and supernatural beings on
the forested islands where its forever spring
and yet also fall, along with cloud dragons
and gryphons up in the skies and merfolk
under the waves. Few interested in bending
a knee, some of the unruly residents want
him dead. Dreaming mind lured into a
pentacle on another world, Brian Easterling
of Earth awakens inside a perfect replica of
his body, albeit one with weird abilities.
Killing the wizard who conjured him, he
takes his place. Native English having
power on Yooba, he uses it to cast spells
and win a major battle against a man-bull
demigod and his inhuman minions.
Outfitted with a shadowdragon hide cloak
that lets him flit from shadow to shadow,
hes sent to the Mystical Isles to expand the
human influence there. Killing the Fog
Lord in cold blood, he sparks a war with
the vast crime syndicate known as the
Iomairt that secretly runs every port in this
cave, cove and fog riddled land. Learning
how to dream his way back and forth,
Brian lives a dual life, one as a normal high
school student on Earth and the other as a
potent wizard on Yooba. Subjects grateful
for his help against the Iomairt, hes dubbed
the Darkwolf by this diverse mix of
everything from sea elves and badgerkin to
satyrs and kodiaks. The local storm giants,
pixies, merfolk and volcanic salamanders
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arent thrilled, by contrast. Even as they
discuss how to gain control over him, the
Iomairt meet in their lavish Octopus Inn in
an undersea grotto and plot his doom.
Volcanic demigoddess Pele taking refuge
in the Isles after being betrayed by her
brother, shes befriended by a clairvoyant
medusa who has seen the impending arrival
of starfaring invaders. Meanwhile, aware of
his newfound ability to dreamwalk, the US
Government was wondering if Brian could
do some spying.
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